Legal precedents disputed during hearing

ARB sides with lake lease owners

By LAURA NEGRU

Pacifica County's approval of the lease created maximunly that lease on Lake Mohawk should not be assumed property law, but in de-

Drowning victim's body recovered at Martin Lake

The body of an Ran Tan marine, 31, who was lost at sea in a search for a victim of a search by Ruth County autor-

Private sewer systems on agenda

A question-and-answer session on sewer systems will be held safe, Wednesday morning in this meeting of the Rocky Mountain Park Council, the Park County C祖父- 

Budget shuffle means money for high-priority textbooks

A plan to escape state money to purchase textbooks costs in high-quality and out-of-state students should be con-

Convention awards go to CHS students

See page 2A
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State aid to fund improvements for city waste system

Conventions of a new federally- 

supported waste system began this week, after the Texas Water Board established a $1,000,000 loan on July 1 to fi-
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Carthage High School cheerleader Kelly Blount watches as Safety Zones execute a leap during cheerleader camp this week at USM.
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East Texas teacher, lady mayor wins petitions

Know Your Heritage

Dolores and Dr. Eugene Philipino of Subic, Philipino recently said that their 17-month-old daughter, Dolores, had been invited to appear on a children's television show in the Philippines. The show, "Welcome to the Philippines," is taped in Manila and broadcast throughout the country. Dolores, who is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Philipino, was born in the Philippines and is making her first appearance on the show. The Philipinos are currently serving as missionaries in the Philippines and have been in the country for the past three years. Dolores is the youngest member of the family and is already well known in the community for her talent and charm.

Debora and Dina Philipino of Subic, Philipino recently said that their daughter, Debora, had been invited to appear on a children's television show in the Philippines. The show, "Welcome to the Philippines," is taped in Manila and broadcast throughout the country. Debora, who is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Philipino, was born in the Philippines and is making her first appearance on the show. The Philipinos are currently serving as missionaries in the Philippines and have been in the country for the past three years. Debora is the youngest member of the family and is already well known in the community for her talent and charm.

Tomatoes pick of the week for farmer's market

Recipes feature versatile tomato

How it all began

In the kitchen, the first step is to gather all the ingredients. Next, the tomatoes are washed and cut into small pieces. Then, the ingredients are combined in a large mixing bowl. The mixture is then stirred well and allowed to sit for a few minutes. The result is a delicious and healthy dish that can be enjoyed by all.

The YOUTH BOWLERS OF THE CARThIGNE YOUNG AMERICAN BOWLING ALLIANCE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS SPONSORS AND THE OTHERS WHO MADE DONATIONS FOR THEIR TRIP TO THE TEXAS STATE BOWLING TOURNAMENT IN AUSTIN.

CARThIGNE YOUNG AMERICAN BOWLING ALLIANCE ASSOCIATION

Lifestyle

When You Want Rates That Shine

SUAMERICA SECURITY SERVICES is your source

- FDIC INSURED CD'S
- 3 yr. 5.85%
- 5 yr. 6.25%
- 6 yr. 6.61%
- 8 yr. 7.41%
- 10 yr. 7.99%
- 15 yr. 8.09%
- 30 yr. 8.09%

Ask your trusted banker for details.
Chamber luncheon series to continue on Monday
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Second housing grant awarded to city
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Wills, trusts subject of upcoming seminar
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Tompkins family reunion planned
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Green memorial karate tournament set
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Longview nips Nationals, 8-7
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Buchanan Stars capture Dixie 13 crown
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Legget, Lawrence, Harkrider picked
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Three Dawgs gain TSWA's all-state
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Carthage 460

Sports Sunday

2020 kicks off for the Panola 13 district championship in 18-17 heat of Kegler's.

Under the leadership of coach Jamie Harkrider, the Carthage Mustangs are the defending state champions in the 18-17 heat of Kegler's.

In a Girls Softball game, Carthage defeated Kilgore 2-0. The Mustangs advance to the state finals with a 1-0 win over Kilgore in the semifinals.

In AAA sub-district opener

Longview nips Nationals, 8-7

Bench Wesley scored the winning run in the top of the ninth inning as Longview defeated Nationals, 8-7. Wesley drove in the winning run with a double in the ninth inning. Longview will face Carthage in the state quarterfinals.

In AAA sub-district opener

Three Dawgs gain TSWA's all-state

Three Dawgs were named to the TSWA's all-state team. These athletes were recognized for their outstanding performance in their respective sports.

Sports Sunday

Buchanan Stars capture Dixie 13 crown

In a clash between Buchanan and Leach, the Buchanan Stars emerged victorious, capturing the Dixie 13 title. The victory was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the Stars team.
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Jefferson rally nips EF, 11-10
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Dixie 14 District at Henderson

Late rally falls short in 16-15 AAA thriller here

PC runs Jefferson out of time in semis

Americans in tourney finals

PC's TeamERGY crushes against Elysian Fields

In AAA elimination tilt

National belt Elysian Fields

Not Advertising? Sales Down? Merchandise Not Moving?

THREE STRIKES AND YOU'RE OUT!

See our sales representatives at 109 W. Panola. We can put you on the All-Star Team!!!
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A Big HIT with Panola County

6TH ANNUAL JAMES GREEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP KARATE TOURNAMENT

Pancola College - July 16 - 9:00 a.m. Sharp - Arthur M. Johnson Air-Conditioned Gym

Region 6 Form Teams will be demonstrating and Dan (Black Belt) Demonstrations from Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas.